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                We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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            SUBSCRIBE

Sign up to receive  to Patrick's monthly thought papers and to stay abreast of upcoming workshops.


SIGN UP NOW


            

We respect your privacy.





  For more information please email us at info@extraordinaryconversations.com























  
  











  FACEBOOK COMMUNITY 
Please join our Community on Facebook where alumni and upcoming participants share news, wisdom, insights and experiences that help support full engagement in personal, work and community life.























  
  








The programs and services are provided by me, Patrick O’Neill, and are alternative or complementary to healing arts services licensed by the State of California. As a healing arts practitioner, I am not licensed to provide medical services. I am not a physician. I do not diagnose, cure or treat diseases, injuries or illnesses. I also do not prescribe or administer prescription drugs or controlled substances. Persons requiring medical diagnosis and possible treatment should seek out medical diagnosis. I do not recommend the discontinuance of medical services or medication while working with me or the programs.

The information on this website is provided as an information resource only, and is not to be used or relied on as medical advice or for any diagnostic or treatment purposes. This information is not intended to be patient education, does not create any patient-physician relationship, and should not be used as a substitute for professional diagnosis and treatment. Please consult your health care provider before making any healthcare decisions or for guidance about a specific medical condition. Patrick O’Neill and responsibility, and shall have no liability, for any damages, loss, injury or liability whatsoever which may occur as a result of your reliance on the information contained in this site. Patrick O’Neill recognize that the needs of each person vary and do not endorse any specific test, treatment, or procedure mentioned on this website.
  

Further, this website may offer links to related medical Web sites either not affiliated with this website and/or that are not managed by Patrick O’Neill. These links are for informational purposes only. Patrick O’Neill does not endorse and has not verified the accuracy of the information on these sites, and you should not rely on any of the information found on these web sites for purposes of treatment or diagnosis.






          

        
      

    


    
    
    
  